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The dynamics of purely memristive circuits has been shown to depend on a projection operator
which expresses the Kirchhoff constraints, is naturally non-local in nature and does represent the
interaction between memristors. In the present paper we show that for the case of planar circuits, for
which a meaningful Hamming distance can be defined, the elements of such projector can be bounded
by exponentially decreasing functions of the distance. We provide a geometrical interpretation of
the projector elements in terms of determinants of Dirichlet Laplacian of the dual circuit. For the
case of linearized dynamics of the circuit for which a solution is known, this can be shown to provide
a light cone bound for the interaction between memristors. This result establishes a finite speed of
propagation of signals across the network, despite the non-local nature of the system.
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I. INTRODUCTION
The study of memristors and their nonlinear proper-
ties has become an area of interest both for experimen-
talists [1–3] and theorists [4–8]. Their employment in
circuits has been shown to lead to non-trivial dynamics
and computation abilities [9–11] which are currently un-
der careful scrutiny. Memristors are passive components
that can be thought of as a time varying resistance, and
which depends on an internal state. These have been
studied for several years, and their main characteristic is
a pinched hysteresis loop in the Current-Voltage diagram
when controlled in alternate current [4, 12, 13]. More
recently, Resistive Random Access Memory (RRAM) de-
vices have been shown to further generalize this type of
behavior [14]. The collective dynamics of memristors has
been however only recently being tackled theoretically
[3, 6] and, despite the effort, very little is known about
their interaction. Albeit the characterization of a sin-
gle memristor is rather simple from a modelling perspec-
tive, when these components become part a network the
Kirchhoff constraints introduce an extra layer of nonlin-
earity which is yet poorly understood. A better charac-
terization of this type of non-linearity might provide a
theoretical understanding of crossbar arrays technology
[15] and their limitations. Moreover, it is not clear how
the non-locality introduced by the constraints affects the
memristor’s behavior, as it has been already pointed out
[16–18]. Understanding the role of non-locality is thus
an outstanding problem. This paper provides evidence
that that the strength of interaction is bounded expo-
nentially in the distance between components, and pro-
vide a geometrical interpretation to the interaction ma-
trix between memristors in terms of the Dirichlet Lapla-
cian. The Dirichlet Laplacian is a discrete Laplacian in
which Dirichlet boundary conditions are enforced. As
an application, we show that temporal correlations are
bounded by an effective speed of propagation of informa-
tion, result which emerges naturally as the exponential
bound is established.
Memristors are interesting as general purpose comput-
ing devices since these can be used to store, propagate
and process information in the same device. Physical
memristors are not perfectly state preserving, and slowly
relax to the limiting resistance even when a voltage is not
applied [19, 20]. The internal memory parameter w of a
TiO2 or Ag + single memristor (which can be thought of
as the charge in the conductor) is driven by an external
voltage source S, and evolves according to the equation
∂tw(t) = αw(t)− Ron
β
I = αw(t)− Ron
β
S
R(w)
,
where 0 ≤ w(t) ≤ 1 is the internal memory parameter
of the memristor, R(w) = Ron(1 − w) + Roffw is the
resistance. In this parametrization, Ron and Roff are
the limiting resistances for w = 0 and w = 1 respectively,
and α and β are constants which set the timescales for the
relaxation and excitation of the memristor respectively.
Recently, a differential equation for the internal mem-
ory of a purely memristive circuit was obtained in [8].
Such an equation is first order, autonomous and incor-
porates all the circuit constraints. The single memristor
equation can in fact be generalized to a coupled non-linear
differential equation for memristors on a network:
d ~W (t)
dt
= α ~W (t)− 1
β
(I + ξ ΩW (t))−1Ω~S(t), (1)
where I the identity matrix, ~S is the vector of sources
in series to each memristor, ξ =
Roff−Ron
Ron
and ~W (t) is
a vector which contains the internal memory parameter
for each memristor, and W (t) is a diagonal matrix com-
posed of the elements of ~W (t). For a purely memristive
circuit (e.g. only passive memristor and voltage sources
being present), eqn. (1) describes the evolution of the
internal memory consistently, as it satisfies all the circuit
constraints at each instant of time. Moreover, shows the
separation between the topology of the circuit from the
internal memory of each memristor. Importantly enough
eqn. (1) exhibits several symmetries, and has been re-
lated to self-organizing maps and machine learning [21–
23]. A prominent role is in fact played by the matrix
Ω which encodes the circuit topology, and is a projector
on the loop space of the circuit.1 If Ω were to be diag-
onal, each memristor would behave independently from
1 For details of this formalism and a derivation, we point out the
Appendix of [8] or [21]. Also, we note that the notation and
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2the other. Thus, the sparsity (or denseness) of this matrix
characterizes the (non-)locality of the interaction.
At the origin of the bound presented in this paper there
is the numerical evidence obtained in [8], where it was
observed that Ω has elements which fall off exponentially
with a Hamming distance on the graph for a planar cir-
cuit. We provide a precise statement of the numerical
result mentioned above, which is however based on the
Hamming distance on the dual graph, i.e. the one be-
tween the loops. Our result is in some sense of general
applicability, as it provides bounds on the projection op-
erator based on the topological features of planar graphs.
Our result has thus also applications in graph theory. If
B is the directed incidence matrix of a graph and A its
directed loop matrix, since Ω ≡ ΩA = I−Bt(BBt)−1B =
I − ΩBt due to the duality AtB = BtA = 0, any result
regarding Ω can be inferred also for ΩBt .
II. PLANAR CIRCUITS: A GEOMETRIC
INTERPRETATION FOR Ω.
The proof of the exponential bound can be logically
split into three major steps: a) the identification of a
formula for Ω in terms of Gram matrices on the dual
graph; b) The interpretation of Gram matrices in terms
of a Dirichlet Laplacian; c) deriving an exact bound for
each term of the expansion.
A. Reduction of the projection operator by
Gram-Schmidt decomposition
The necessary trick which will allow to infer the bounds
is based on the fact that any projector ΩA = A(A
tA)−1At
can be written as ΩA = A˜A˜
t where A˜ is composed of the
orthonormalized rows of the matrix A. In doing so we
trade the complexity of the inverse with the complexity
induced by the orthogonalization process. We first recall
the definition of the matrix A. Each (fundamental) loop
in the circuit is composed of only ±1, 0 and constructed
as follows. First, we assign an orientation to each edge
of the graph representing the circuit, and an orientation
to a loop. If a loop l does not contain an edge β, then
Aβl = 0. If the orientation of the loop agrees with the ori-
entation of the edge we assign +1, and −1 otherwise. It is
important to note that set of fundamental loops is a basis
which spans the loop space of the dual circuit, and thus
any Gram determinant on these vectors will be necessar-
ily non-zero. These vectors compose the matrix A, whose
rows we can thus write as ~Al. Using the formula Ω = A˜A˜
t
we now have a way to characterize the operator Ωij in a
geometric fashion using the Gram-Schmidt decomposi-
tion. The rows of the matrix A˜ represent (orthonormal-
ized fundamental) loops, meanwhile the columns repre-
sent edges of the graphs. Each column of A˜ has been
orthonormalized such that A˜tA˜ = IL, where L is the to-
nomenclature is different from the graph theory literature. What
here we intend with loops, in graph theory are commonly called
cycles (formed of a set of distinct edges).
tal number of loops and IL is the identity matrix of size
L × L. The first step of the Gram-Schmidt decomposi-
tion is the introduction of matrix A′ whose rows are an
orthogonal set. This can be written as:
~A′l = ~Al −
l−1∑
j=1
〈 ~A′j , ~Al〉
〈 ~A′j , ~A′j〉
~A′j . (2)
The key trick which will allow us to prove the exponen-
tial bound for the elements of Ωij is based on writing the
Gram-Schmidt decomposition in a non-recursive manner
([24], pp. 256-258). This is based on the following ex-
pression in terms of a determinant:
A˜p = det

〈 ~A1, ~A1〉 〈 ~A1, ~A2〉 · · · 〈 ~A1, ~Ap−1〉 ~A1
〈 ~A2, ~A1〉 〈 ~A2, ~A2〉 · · · 〈 ~A2, ~Ap−1〉 ~A2
...
...
. . .
...
...
〈 ~Ap, ~A1〉 〈 ~Ap, ~A2〉 · · · 〈 ~Ap, ~Ap−1〉 ~Ap
 .(3)
Despite the unusual meaning to be associated to this de-
terminant (it represents a vector and not a scalar), it can
be written as the following sum of vectors by following
the usual rules for the co-factor expansion:
A˜p = (−1)p
p∑
k=1
(−1)k G
k
p√
GpGp−1
~Ak, (4)
where G0 = 1, and Gp is the Gram determinant of the
loop vector space, i.e. the determinant of the matrix:
Gp = det
 〈 ~A1, ~A1〉 · · · 〈 ~A1, ~Ap〉... . . . ...
〈 ~Ap, ~A1〉 · · · 〈 ~Ap, ~Ap〉
 = det(L˜p),
where we have introduced the definition of the matrix L˜p,
meanwhile Gkp is the determinant of the matrix
Gkp = det
 〈 ~A1, ~A1〉 · · · 〈 ~A1, ~Ap−1〉... . . . ...
〈 ~Ap, ~A1〉 · · · 〈 ~Ap, ~Ap−1〉
 = det(L˜kp),
where the k-th row and p-th column have been removed
from the matrix L˜p.2
B. Gram matrices for the loop space of planar
graphs
The previous considerations are of general character.
We now specialize to the case of planar circuits. It is
important to note that, if we introduce the adjacency
matrix Mij associated with the representation of the dual
graph (the loops), we have the identity:
〈 ~Ai, ~Aj〉 =
{
−Mij if i 6= j,
|Li| if i = j,
2 Thus, L˜p is a matrix of of size p×p and L˜kp is of size (p−1)×(p−1).
3where |Li| is the length of the loop i. This identification
applies to planar graphs.3 In order to see this, let us
first note that the diagonal elements correspond to the
square of the elements on the loop, and since the elements
of ~Ai = {±1, 0}, we have as a result that 〈 ~Al, ~Al〉 =∑
i(
~Al)
2
i ≡ |Ll| is the length of the loop l. This result
is independent from the orientation either of the loops
or of the edges of the graph as it can be easily observed.
In order to understand why the off-diagonal elements of
the matrix Rp can be instead associated to the adjacency
matrix, we rely on Fig. 1 to help us visualize this fact. Let
us for instance focus on loops k1 and k2. We assume that
these loops have in common a single edge (memristor)
i. If the two loops are oriented alike (which occurs for
planar graphs), necessarily one has Ak1iAk2i = −1. If
we sum over the index i, for general graphs the scalar
product 〈 ~Ak1 , ~Ak2〉 = −z, where z is the number of edges
which these loops have in common.4 In the case in which
each loop has at most one edge in common to another
loop, then the off diagonal elements can be associated to
the adjacency matrix of the dual graph which connects
two adjacent loops, and z = 1.5
FIG. 1: The adjacency matrix on the loop dual space is associ-
ated with the red graph, whereas the black lines are associated
to the circuit. Each loop for planar graphs can be oriented
alike.
Albeit the matrix L˜p is diagonally dominant, it is
not strictly diagonally dominant and thus it can have,
in principle, null eigenvalues. This is important, as the
matrix L˜p resembles the discrete Laplacian of the dual
graph, which is known to contain a number of zero
modes equal to the number of connected components.
However, we aim to show that L˜p is a regularized
Dirichlet Laplacian instead. For this purpose, we can try
to further understand the matrix L˜p by noticing that
the discrete operator L˜p, such that Gp = det(L˜p) can
effectively be written as L˜p = Lp + ∂Lp, where ∂Lp is
a diagonal matrix which we now define and Lp is the
Laplacian of the dual graph. The Laplacian of the dual
graph is defined as D−M , where D is the degree matrix
3 It is likely that this relation can be generalized to some non-
planar graphs, but in this paper we focus on the simplest case.
4 If the graph is not planar, 〈Ai, Aj〉 = ijMij , where ij can take
values ±1.
5 We avoid here for simplicity the case of a more general structure
such as a multigraph. In general, if the dual graph is more com-
plex and the loops have more edges in common, the dual graph
can be a multigraph with multiple edges between two nodes.
of the dual graph, which is defined as Di =
∑
jMij , and
M is its adjacency matrix. In the bulk of the dual graph,
the operator L˜ does coincide with the Laplacian matrix.
However, at the boundary it does not. We note that L˜p
differs from the Laplacian matrix on the diagonal only.
In fact, (∂Lp)ii = Dii−|Li| and represents the difference
between the length of the loop |Li| and the degree matrix
D which is associated with the connectivity of the dual
graph. In order to understand why ∂Lp has support
only on the boundary of the dual graph, let us visually
inspect L˜p in a simple example, as in Fig. 2. The half
edges which are drawn (dashed lines) are associated with
the memristors which are present on the boundary of the
circuit. (∂Lp)ii is thus equal to the number of half edges
attached to node i, which are memristors not crossed
by any edge in the dual graph. Since these are non-zero
only on the boundary, ∂Lp can be interpreted as a
discrete operator with support only on the boundary.
We note then that the diagonal elements of ∂Lp count
the edges which leave the boundary. Thus L˜p is the
definition of the so called (graph) Dirichlet Laplacian
(of a subgraph of size p), which is known to have only
positive eigenvalues [25]. This confirms the fact that the
determinants Gp and G
k
p are meaningful and non-zero,
and provides an interesting geometrical interpretation to
the matrix L˜p.
C. The bound
We now focus on calculating the projection operator.
For the first vector, the Gram-Schmidt procedure gives
A˜1 =
~A′1
|| ~A′1||
. The matrix A˜pi can be thus be written as
A˜pi = (−1)p
∑p
k=1(−1)k
Gkp√
GpGp−1
( ~Ak)i. From the geo-
metric point of view, each loop vector is associated with
the dual of the circuit. The quantities 〈 ~Aj , ~Al〉 are non-
zero if and only if the loops j and l are adjacent in the dual
graph. Giving the preamble on the geometrical meaning
of the determinants, the projection operator can be writ-
ten by squaring the matrix A˜ by summing over the loop
indices:
Ωij =
L∑
l=1
A˜liA˜lj =
L∑
l=1
(−1)2l
l∑
k=1
(−1)k G
k
l√
GlGl−1
( ~Ak)i
·
l∑
k′=1
(−1)k′ G
k′
l√
GlGl−1
( ~Ak′)j
=
L∑
l=1
l∑
k,k′=1
(−1)k+k′ G
k
l G
k′
l
GlGl−1
( ~Ak)i( ~Ak′)j (5)
which is valid for arbitrary graphs. We now note that
we can introduce the elements of the inverse of the ma-
trix of Rp by noticing that (R
−1
p )ij = (−1)i+j det(R
j
i )
det(Rp)
=
4(−1)i+j G
j
i
Gp
, from which we obtain
Ωij =
L∑
l=1
l∑
k,k′=1
Gl
Gl−1
(−1)k+k′Gkl Gk
′
l
GlGl
( ~Ak)i( ~Ak′)j
=
L∑
l=1
l∑
k,k′=1
Gl
Gl−1
(−1)k+lGkl
Gl
(−1)k′+lGk′l
Gl
( ~Ak)i( ~Ak′)j
=
L∑
l=1
l∑
k,k′=1
Gl
Gl−1
(L˜−1l )lk(L˜−1l )lk′( ~Ak)i( ~Ak′)j . (6)
We now use the fact that L˜l are bounded functions of the
adjacency matrix M of the dual graph. In this case, we
can write the following bound for L˜−1l [26] based on the
graph distance d(i, j) on the dual graph:
(L˜l)−1ij ≤ κ(X)Kλd(i,j) = e−zd(i,j)+ρ, (7)
where κ(X) is the Kreiss constant of the matrix X of the
eigenvectors of the adjacency matrix M6, while K is a
positive constant and 0 < λ < 1. Also, we defined for
simplicity z = − log(λ) and ρ = log(κ(X)K). Since L˜l is
a positive submatrix, we can bound such sum using the
full matrix L˜L ≡ L˜ by extending the sum:
Ωij ≤
L∑
l=1
L∑
k,k′=1
GL
GL−1
L˜−1lk L˜−1lk′ ( ~Ak)i( ~Ak′)j , (8)
which can be further bounded by:
Ωij ≤
L∑
l=1
L∑
k,k′=1
Gl
Gl−1
(L˜−1)lk(L˜−1)lk′( ~Ak)i( ~Ak′)j .(9)
FIG. 2: The regularizer of the laplacian operator ∂L is asso-
ciated with the half edges (dashed lines) in the graph above,
which are edges not crossed by any edge in the dual graph
representation. Full edges are those associated with the adja-
cency matrix Mij . This shows that the determinantal equa-
tions are related to the eigenvalues of the Dirichlet Laplacian
on dual the graph.
6 The Kreiss constant κ(X) is defined as
κ(X) = sup|z|>1(|z| − 1)||(zI −X)−1||,
with || · || the sup norm of a matrix.
We can thus write the following bound:
Ωij ≤
L∑
k,k′=1
L∑
l=1
Gl
Gl−1
(L˜−1)lk(L˜−1)lk′( ~Ak)i( ~Ak′)j
≤
L∑
k,k′=1
L∑
l=1
Gl
Gl−1
e−zd(l,k)+ρe−zd(l,k
′)+ρ( ~Ak)i( ~Ak′)j .
By using the triangle inequality, d(x, y) ≤ d(x, z)+d(z, y)
for any point z, we can further simplify the expression and
introduce the upper bound e−z(d(l,k)+d(l,k
′) ≤ e−zd(k,k′).
In order to obtain the final bound we need to understand
the factor GlGl−1 . As we have mentioned before, Rp is
a positive matrix. We note that for any positive semi-
definite matrix of the form Q = (A Bt; B C), where A
and C are square matrices and B is rectangular, then
we have det(Q) ≤ det(A)det(C). This statement can
be proven easily by means of Schur complements.7 Let
us choose Q to be L˜ and A = L˜p−1, which are indeed
both semi-positive matrices. For this choice, C is a con-
stant, and thus det(C) = (L˜p)pp. Then we obtain the
bound
Gp
Gp−1
=
det(L˜p)
det(L˜p−1) ≤ (L˜p)pp. We can thus bound
this quantity by the maximum loop length in the circuit,
which we define as l˜. We now notice that the right hand
side of eqn. (10) does not depend anymore on the index
l. We can thus write the final bound:
Ωij ≤ Ll˜
L∑
k,k′=1
e−zd(i,j)+ρ( ~Ak)i( ~Ak)j . (10)
Considering that ( ~Ak)i can be either positive, negative or
zero, we can bound absolute value of this quantity by the
number of loops each memristor is adjacent to. In the
case of Fig. 1, this number is 2 because of the planarity
requirement. We thus have:
|Ωij | ≤ 4l˜Le−zd(i,j)+ρ = e−zd(i,j)+ρ˜, (11)
which the main result of this paper, for positive quanti-
ties L, l˜, ξ and ρ˜ = ρ + log
(
4l˜L
)
. This bound has been
observed numerically in [8], where however we had intro-
duced a similar but different notion of Hamming distance
which is however only a linear transformation of the one
we used. Eqn. (11) shows that the non-locality due to
the constraints is bounded exponentially in the distance
between the memristors.
7 In fact, using the Schur complement we see that det(Q) =
det(A)det(C − BtA−1B)). It is a property of the Schur com-
plement of positive matrices that C−BtA−1B and BtA−1B are
positive matrices. Now for positive definite symmetric matrices
one has det(A+B) ≥ det(A) + det(B). Then we have det(C) =
det(C−X+X) ≥ det det(C−X) + det(X) ≥ det(C−X). From
which the result follows.
5FIG. 3: Number of independent loops in the case of a circuit
without boundary, a torus. The green edges are those associ-
ated to a maximal spanning tree T for the specific case of a
torus.
D. Case of planar surfaces with non-trivial genus
When the surface representing the circuit does not
have any boundary, the operator L˜l should be exactly
the Laplacian matrix for the dual graph. In this case,
the Laplacian has always a zero mode which would
imply Gl = 0 ∀l. In fact we aim to show the following:
Gl = det L˜l 6= 0 for any circuit G. What impedes for
boundary-less graphs the emergence of a null eigenvalue?
We analyze the graph of Fig. 3, which represents a
torus. In this case, the number of independent loops
associated to the circuit depends on the cardinality
of the co-tree T¯ , which is linear g, the genus of the
surface in which the circuit is embedded. To see this,
for any graph embedded in a planar surface we have
the Euler characteristic χ = 2 − 2g = N − E + F ,
where N is the number of nodes, E the number of
edges and F the total number of loops (faces). If we
use the fact that L = E − |T | − 1, then we obtain
L = F − 3 − 2g, which shows that the total number
of fundamental loops is proportional to both the total
number of loops (faces) and the genus of the embedding
surface. For Fig. 2 and 3, F = 12, but in the latter
case the g = 1. This explains why from the plane to
the torus the number of fundamental loops goes from
9 to 7 in this case. This effectively introduces a boundary.
III. BOUNDED CORRELATIONS
Let us now briefly discuss what are the implications of
eqn. (11) for the time evolution of the memory. We can in
fact make some precise statements in the case ξ  1, for
which an exact solution is known for arbitrary times. As
it has been shown in [8], when we neglect non-linearities
we have the following differential equation for the internal
memory:
d
dt
~W (t) =
(
αI +
ξ
β
ΩS
)
~W (t)− ξ
β
Ω~S
with S being the diagonal matrix of the constant source
vector ~S . The exact solution can be written as:
~W (t) = et(αI+
ξ
βΩS) ~W0 − ξ
β
∫ t
0
e(t−r)(αI+
ξ
βΩS)Ω~S dr.
(12)
Let us study in detail now the properties of this solution.
As a first step, let us prove that powers of exponentially
FIG. 4: Schematic representation of the effective propagation
of information. For planar graph correlations fall off exponen-
tially out of an effective light cone with an emergent speed of
propagation v. Nonlocal effects fall off exponentially outside
the cone.
bounded matrices are still exponentially bounded. First
of all, if Ωij satisfies the bound of eqn. (11), then also
ΩijS will, for any finite diagonal matrix S. We also have:
|(ΩS)nij | ≤
∑
r1,··· ,rn
|Ωir1 ||Sr1 | · · · |Ωrnj ||Sj |
≤
∑
r1,··· ,rn
sup(S)ne−ξ(d(i,r1)+d(r1,r2)···d(rn,j))+nρ˜
≤ mnsup(S)ne−zd(i,j)+nρ˜ (13)
where m is the total number of memristors, and from
which we obtain
|(e ξβ tΩS)ij | ≤ e
−z
(
d(i,j)−me
ρ˜ ξ
β
sup(S)
z t
)
(14)
which shows, after a brief calculation and introducing
v =
meρ˜ ξβ sup(S)
z , that
|Wi(t)−Wj(0)| ≤
∑
j
(
e−z(d(i,j)−vt)+αδij − δij
)
Wj(0)
+
ξ
βzv
∑
k
e−zd(i,k)+ρ+αδik
(
1− ezvt)Sk,
which is the final bound. This bound is unfortunately
loose, as the speed of propagation depends on the number
of memristors.
The bound of eqn. (13) can be also applied to T (ξ)ij =(
(I + ξΩW )−1Ω
)
ij
≤ (1 + ξmeρ˜)−1eρ˜e−zd(i,j).
This shows that, in general, we have the following bound
on the derivative [29]:
| d
dt
Wi| ≤ |αWi + e
ρ˜
β(1 + ξmeρ˜)
∑
j
e−zd(i,j)Sj | (15)
which gives the bound:
Wi(t) ≤ eαtWi(0)
− e
ρ˜
β(1 + ξmeρ˜)
∑
j
e−zd(i,j)
∫ t
0
e−α(t−r)Sj(r)dr.
(16)
6The bound above shows that the voltage changes affect
the memory in an exponential bound in the Hamming
distance.
IV. CONCLUSIONS
Memristive circuits are non-local in nature due to the
Kirchhoff constraints. In this paper we have however pro-
vided strong evidence that their non-locality is indeed
bounded exponentially in the distance between the mem-
ristive elements. The proof of this result is based on
the understanding of the properties of the projector op-
erator on the space of loops of the circuit, which plays
the role of the interaction matrix between the memris-
tors. Our result applies to the case of planar circuits,
for which exact properties of the loop vectors can be
evinced and connected to the dual graph adjacency ma-
trix, but we believe it might be possible to extend them to
a more general class of graphs. Such bound also implies
a finite speed of propagation for the interactions in the
case of linearized dynamics, ξ  1 resembles the general
Lieb-Robinson bounds obtained in quantum mechanics or
Markov chains [27]. However, the origin of the exponen-
tial bound is rather different from the case of a Markov
chain. In the present case we have in fact strongly based
our computation on the topology and properties of the
dual graph, rather than the topology of the circuit. De-
spite these differences, the meaning to be attributed to
them is very similar.
Our locality result might seem odd at first, as the
memristors on a single mesh are non-local in nature.
In fact, if all the memristors share the same current,
then these (whatever the number of memristors) would
be strongly correlated. However, we stress that this
result holds for memristors on two different meshes,
and that the distance is the one between meshes. We
note that a similar eqn. (1) has been derived also for
voltage-driven memristors in [8], and thus the result of
the present paper applies, to a certain extent, also to
other type of memristors. Further work is necessary
to better understand the properties of more complex
circuits and tighter bounds on the propagation speed.
Yet, this is a step towards the understanding of the
propagation of information on circuits with memory. A
direct application of our results are bounds on the speed
of propagation in crossbar arrays [28]. The non-planar
case will be the focus of future works.
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